Presentation Guidelines

Prepare a 10 minute presentation based on your research proposal. This should be a pitch designed to garner funding from a review panel made up of scientists that are NOT NECESSARILY experts in your field. Be sure to include:
- Adequate background to convince the panel of the importance of your research area
- A testable hypothesis
- A plan for experiments that will specifically address hypothesis
- Anticipated and/or preliminary results how they might be interpreted.
- Acknowledgements
- Brief references included on the slides, photo or figure credits, etc.

CHEM 294 Presentation Rubric

___ /5 Motivation and background- Clear, interesting motivation for work, overarching and specific aims listed. Hypothesis clearly stated and follows logically from introduction
___ /5 Testable Hypothesis- clearly stated and follows logically from introduction
___ /5 Proposed Experiments- Experiments proposed follow directly from
___ /5 Anticipated and preliminary results- interpretations clearly follow data presented
___ /10 Professional presentation- Slides add to presentation, not detract; all pieces present
___ /20 pts Concise, logical, interesting presentation- clearly rehearsed, professional demeanor
___ /50 pts total